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APPENDIX.
HINTS

FOR DISTINCT READING
SPEAKING.

AND

GOOD reading' and speaking depend largely upon
distinct articulation.
It is not lack of a strong voice
which prevents most readers and speakers from being
understood j it is rather lack of articulation. Indistinct
articulation comes especially from rapidity, from the
lessening in the volume of the voice, and from the difficulty of souuds.
RAPIDITY.
1. Letters. - Initial letters do not receive their full
value. The voice hurries over letters to stress the accented syllable. At times there seems to be a tendency
to assimilate a vowel to a succeeding vowel. Distinguish
between accept and except, accede and exceed, access and
excess.
Don't say opproce, occordino, account, appoint for
approue, accorcling, account, a]Jpoinl.
Don't say eckno1..cl·
edge for acknowledge,
hnploynumt
for e1nploym,enl, idm,it
for .aclm'it, or privilige for pl·ivilege.
Don't drop or transpose letters, omitting the first ic 1''' in Feb1'llaTyand seerstm'Y or saying ltunsieni for hundred, perscribe for prescribe.
2. Syllables. - The syllables which especially suffer
from rapidity of articulation are those containing "1,"
"TI," and 'vr." Don't say l)1'inciply for principally, actldy
for actually, ooiuole for valuable, com.pny for company;
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histry, ?nemry, victry for the full words.

Distinguish

ru-in and rune, re-al and 'reel, ide-al and deal.

3. Words. - Words at the beginning of sentences and
of phrases, and small words of frequent occurrence are
often joined with neighboring words and so made indistinct.
What's the matter should not be 'Smauer; nor
should wuz, fur, !rtl1n, becuz take the place of was, fOT,
from, because.
LESSENHW OF VOLUME.
1. Final letters and syllables in words and final words
in sentences are frequently lost. Pronounce the final
" g" in all words ending in "uig," and the final letters
in kept, ask, give,. not kep me, assed rne, gimme or gay me
for give rne, gave me. Window should not be called
windah;
so also for yellow, fellow, follow.
2. Don't go to the other extreme and emphasize last
syllables. Final vowels are often obscured, but. the
final syllable sbould be distinct.
Tonch the vowel
lightly, but give it its proper sound. Watch the final
syllables in obedience, Jerusalem, discipline, anthem, college,. and do not pronounce them as if spelled with the
vowel" u."
DIFFICULTY OF SOUNDS.
1. The letter" r " causes much trouble. The letter is
formed by bringing the tip of the tougue close to. the
palate. Many allow the tongue to lie flat and say ah for
cr. The letter is often dropped at the end of a word or
syllable; as bahbeh, fobmeh; jatheh for barber, farmer,
father; doak for door,
On the other hand, an «r "
sound is often added to a final broad" a," especially if a
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vowel begins the next word. The one who says dealt for
dea1' will say idea?' fOl'idea.
"No one saw a flaw in the
law" is not to be read, "No one sawr a. flawr In the
lawr."
2. Insert a "s " sound before H u" in all syllables except those containing" r " or " 1." Pronounce dyuke, not
juke, for duke,. and do not let institute or deBlitute end in
a toot. A tutor differs from a tooter, New and dew are
not pronounced nco and do.
3. The diphthong" au" found in 01.U', brown, ought,
naught has local varieties. In some sections our is pronounced ar; brown is pronounced bran or drawled with a
distinct nasal tone; sought is sounded sot and wro1.tght becomes 1'Ot.
4. Syllables with" 1" and" r" are pronounced as if the
vowel were" u." For terrible America, mauy say turrible
..Amm~tn·ca,. for willing self they say wulling sulf.
5. The difficult combination causes the omission of
"d " in secondly and thi.?·dly, the" t JJ in lastly, mostly,
correctly, the first" n" in govern'ment)· the second H b "
in probably)' the" g" in st1·ength.
6. The letter" t " is sometimes softened to H d," but
a writer is not a rider; matte I' is not 'madder)' better is
not beddel'.
7. The words any and 'J1umy rime with penny,. been
with sin; Say poet1'y, not poutry or potry.
The word
grievous, has only one" i " and does not rime with deuious. Gatch the ball j do not ketch it. Rime again with
amen)' apparent with.pay rent, Read If a genuine Italian
00 the athletic team is ofte·n som"ething to be proud off,"
and be careful to pronounce correctly the words in
italics.

